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The graph model has been widely used to model complex relationships among entities, such as social networks, 
road networks, supply chain networks etc. As more and more data records are collected, these graphs become quite 
large and grow rapidly. On the other hand, many applications could be supported from the graph operations, but 
users are not able to know the understanding structure of the graph with millions of nodes. Thus, the applications 
and processing of big graphs is an important task, but very challenging. 

In this seminar, we will discuss some our recent and future works about the big graph processing and applications. 
Our works mainly focus on graph algorithms, knowledge graph search, and critical entity exploration problems. 
From the algorithmic aspect, we investigate the contract & expand framework to store and process the big graph. 
For many basic operations, such as depth-first search, they cannot perform quite well on large graphs. Here, we talk 
about how to generate a part of the result from a smaller graph and these sub-answers can be combined as one 
answer for the original graph. For the knowledge graph search problem, each topic is related to only a small 
subgraph compared with the large knowledge graph size. In order to find such small subgraphs from a knowledge 
graph, we propose the keyword-centric queries as well as the corresponding efficient solutions. For the critical 
entity exploration in labeled graphs, it helps a lot for users because users cannot explore a graph with millions of 
nodes. For this problem, we will discuss from both the effectiveness and the efficiency directions. 
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